
How Realistic is it to Deliver Efficiency Savings 
in Social Care?

•How do you define costs

•Practical and political issues around cost cutting

•Delivering change that lasts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on work undertaken recently in Oxfordshire – but this is not a complete business planConcerned  not to raise too many expectations when agreeing details with RobPromises a lot but can only set out some practical lessons from what  I observedThere is no simple answer to this but I did come up with a recommendation based on what I found.  It is possible to deliver savings but not in the way that  some people might think – you need to change the terms of the game.



How Realistic is it to Deliver Efficiency Savings in Social Care?

• For UNISON – basic question – How to save the in-house 
service?

• For management – how to get it cheaper - Internal Services 
Review

• Home Support Service – 900 clients and 360 staff

• £7.25M in 2009-10 – shrunk by half in 6 years because of 
creation of Assessment and Enablement service.  A further 
£1M minimum is to come out in 2011-12.
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Department in impending turmoil – as are all the others re. the TSCThe work done for Unison to try to give them a positive voice at the table – a practical and viable solutionA big service – like many others with  many external providers alreadyInternal Home SupportInternal Day ServicesRelief to carersDemand increasing despite AES and this service supports it – but SDS pilot is not having an impact and AES is not working properly – jury still out £660K efficiency savings in  current yearExternal providers pick and chose so average in-house cost goes up
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The Internal Services Review –

• Blue sky thinking on what a service built from scratch might 
look like?

• What would a reduced service look like?

• Brain dump for all money saving options
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This is management’s attempt to break free of the current situation – but without impact on frontline services
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Calculating Costs – 4 basic steps
Resource inputs are:

• Described
• Activities and units of measurement identified
• Cost implications estimated
• Unit costs calculated

Either top down – divide total by units of activity
Or bottom up – identify each activity and how much it costs –
as in this case
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Cost element given great prominence by all parties  hence this outline  and  interest on my partBUT –	How do you cost non-attendance?	Are activities closed?	What about group activities?Figures already “known” and widely discussed in the DepartmentProduced long list of  about 2 dozen items to be costed and included but it was not convincing and it was evident that it included many organisational costs that outside providers would not have to bear.  Attempts to cost the quality element were abandoned with little progress
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Cost Issues

• Controllable versus non-controllable

• Infra structure costs may be unaffected even after cuts.

• Structure of service affects costs especially when different 
providers are out of balance

• Standard cost versus latest cost

• Small units affect costs

• Productivity
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These are general  points with a specific applicationIn big organisations many overheads cannot be controlled  - And these remain unaffected by reductionsExternal providers who can refuse to provide service will push up the costs for other providersStandard cost = the cost you want to deliver care atLatest cost – what it actually costs - this is impacted by a host of thingsThe large number of  15 minute visits  (over 100,000) puts in-house costs up a lot.If costs cannot be reduced then productivity has to go up – note the link to the previous point hereRural rates and urban ratesSDS – are some private providers using “loss leaders”?Productivity increases – how the job is done
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The practical politics

• 60% is provided by outsiders already

• Oxford Care Partnership for residential care already exists

• Pooled budgets (Section 75) is already large - £250M+

• Nothing radical is the political message

• Elected members like the service
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There is supposed to be an ambition to increase the proportion delivered by outside providers but there are already 25 outside providers at workOCP is the provider body that took over care homes some years ago – it is a common model that indicates they have already moved in the direction  of outsourcingWell established joint working with health within certain limitationsPrevious history of  coalition government and though there has been Tory control for some years it is old style paternalismThe service is popular and well liked primarily because it has a reputation for sorting out problems when out side providers fail
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Change that lasts

• Start from where you are

• Assess your strengths and use them

• Be prepared to adjust the service (look at the age profile here)

• What is the market doing?

• Segment the market – where can you prosper

• Don’t compete on costs
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Two elements – making a change and making it stickStart from where you are rather than trying to deny the situation that existsLook at your strengths and look for solutions that uses thoseAge profile provides clues to a way forward – over 50% of staff are 50 or older – some over 70 yearsUse Poppi (or Pansi) – over 65’s increase by more than half to 151.000 and over 85’s double (to 30,000 ) by  2030.Establish where what you do well will fit with the marketCost is the worst thing to compete on since the private sector will always do it cheaper – even in Oxford – and they should know this because of previous contractual problems with very cheap providers
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What needs to be done?

• Better communication especially with the third sector

• More market management

• More active partnership with health bodies
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The third sector locally is relatively weaker than it should be and confused as to what the message is.  Communication has been uneven and lacks clarity but the department has also acted unhelpfully regarding the letting of contractsThere seems to have been little attempt to develop the market and the example mentioned above has created a worse problemHealth has shown considerable initiative in developing a provider arm that is entrepreneurial and proactive.  Despite existing close links and some joint working with health SCS has not been pursuing this relationship as a natural home for services under pressure.   This could have been worth pursuing if only because we know health funding will be under much less pressure than local government funding for at least the next 4 or 5  years
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Their Solution

• Drive down costs to try to match private providers

• Localise the service

• Drastically reduce numbers of short care visits
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Currently they are trying to force costs down to £19 an hour.  The cheapest private cost is about £18 and the average in house cost is about £23.5 an hour.Locality teams is the model for the whole service with a very flexible workforce – flexibility is one of the hallmarks of the HSSFocused on one of the key factors in the current system  - that there are so many 15 minute visits – though will reducing those help much if it is what customers want – unless pricing policy is revised then private providers will  only charge more to deliver them.
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